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The discussion surrounding Copts of the diaspora is back again, this time with negative connotations
out of a fear of this community organizing demonstrations during President ʿAbd al-Fattāḥ al-Sīsī’s
expected visit to the United States within the next few weeks. In fact, some media outlets have begun
to launch a preemptive campaign against Copts of the diaspora, accusing them of working against the
country's interests. 

It is at this point that we must unpack this issue and deal with it with the utmost degree of rationality.
To begin with, we must clarify that when we speak of Copts in the diaspora, we are speaking about
approximately two million Egyptians, the overwhelming majority of which love their homeland and are
in constant contact with their families in Egypt, including those who maintain regular visits to Egypt.
Their hearts remain stuck in Egypt. The overwhelming majority of Copts in the diaspora work day and
night to establish themselves and secure a future for their children in fast-paced societies. 

Over the past decades, a group of them have emerged, referring to themselves under different labels,
but committing themselves to the goal of defending the rights of Copts in the homeland and
addressing Western governments so as to impart pressure on the Egyptian government. Pope
Shinūda III’s policies helped to further the goals of this group. The Popes policies depended on
highlighting the Church’s exclusive role in managing Coptic affairs and representing the Coptic
community vis-à-vis the state. In doing so, the Pope marginalized the civil Coptic community and it is
from this point onwards that this group within the Coptic diaspora became the only civil group to
speak in the Coptic community’s name and to defend their rights. This group was was manipulating
the religious and sectarian events that were occurring in Egypt to promote the idea of “Coptic
persecution.” Such actions bothered the Egyptian government, and so it began to focus its attention
on these activists, seeking to coerce them through a variety of ways, including monetary and financial
bribes. This trend led to the proliferation of such activists, as each raced against one another to
garner the satisfaction of the Egyptian government and domestic security apparatus. 

In fact, a large proportion of them were bought off in such a manner, until the 25th of January
revolution erupted in 2011 and the local civil Coptic community began to reemerge. It was at this
turning point that sectors of Coptic youth and civil Coptic society began to organize themselves
effectively, and to defend Coptic rights from a purely nationalist perspective. Here, the role of activists
in the Coptic diaspora completely disappeared. There was no longer a place for them in a country
where all domestic issues were now being discussed between various local entities. Moreover, given
the extent to which Copts in this diaspora are sensitive to domestic developments, they moved
quickly and powerfully against the rulership of the Supreme Leader of the Muslim Brotherhood,
staunchly supporting the June 30th revolution and welcoming President ʿAbd al-Fattāḥ al-Sīsī during
his multiple visits to the United Nations General Assembly, held in September of each year. 

Recently, following the occurrence of a number of sectarian incidents, the Coptic diaspora grew
increasingly concerned. Consequently, a number of activists, who had completely disappeared over
the past five years, were propelled back to activism and discussion once more about the “situation of
Copts in Egypt.” They sought to work alongside the Coptic diaspora, pushing them to organize
demonstrations against the President during his expected visit to Washington, or not to go out and
welcome him upon his arrival. One should deal rationally with this issue and try to isolate these
activists so as to maintain a good relationship with the vast majority of the Coptic diaspora, given that
they are Egyptian citizens who love their country and care deeply about it. This should be achieved by

efforts on behalf of the Egyptian state to reach out to them and explain what is happening in their



efforts on behalf of the Egyptian state to reach out to them and explain what is happening in their
homeland.


